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Roadmaps to get us there ...

S

mart energy could be amazing.
Which means that a Smart Energy
City in the UK could be really
amazing. Right?
Wrong. Because it won’t
happen. Not unless cities like Bristol lead
through example to ensure that national and
corporate smart energy policies and
initiatives embrace city-scale action and truly
reflect the public interest.
If they don’t, ‘smart energy’ will end up
the preserve of corporate interests and a
tech-savvy minority, providing limited benefits
to a few and failing to realise its full potential
to transform our energy system. Not so smart.
This is a core conclusion of the first year
of the Bristol Smart Energy City
Collaboration, convened by CSE, presented

to a packed event at the end of last year.
Bringing together a cross-disciplinary core
of organisations from the public, private,
voluntary and academic sectors, the
collaboration developed a deeper
understanding of the opportunities and very
considerable challenges involved.
Our progress report, available to
download, explains our findings to date and
lays out three diagrammatic ‘road maps’,
also available as A3 spreads to download.
1 Using smart energy data to curb energy
waste and peak demand.
2 Enhancing the value of local renewable
generation.
3 Smarter ways to tackle fuel poverty and
associated vulnerabilities.

Attendees came from a range of sectors
including local and central government,
energy suppliers and
distributors,
universities,
engineering companies
and NGOs.

Download ‘Towards a Smart Energy City:
mapping a path for Bristol’ and the three
roadmaps from www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2069
Founding members of the Bristol Smart
Energy City Collaboration: Arup, Western
Power Distribution, Knowle West Media Centre,
Bristol University, Bristol City Council, KPMG,
Demand Logic, Secure Group and DNV-GL
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THE FUTURE’S BRIGHT, THE FUTURE’S GREEN

Youth programme to
inspire next generation
of decision-makers
“ It’s your world!
Step up and
be heard”
This is what we’re asking of
young people in our
leadership training
programme for 15 to 19 year
olds that launched in March.
Funded by a £1m grant
from the Big Lottery, Bright
Green Future will give around
200 young people the skills,
knowledge and practical
experience to help them
shape the future of their
neighbourhoods over the
next five years.
Each young person will
participate in the programme
for two years and be part of
a cohort that will attend
training and a four-day
residential summer school
together.
Bridget Newbery is
leading the project. “We’ll be
helping the young people
develop their confidence and
skill sets so that they can
become environmental

More details at
www.cse.org.uk/bgf

leaders and decision makers
in their own right – and make
sure their generation’s voice
is heard,” she said.
The Bright Green Future
training will be challenging
and diverse. It will include
online and face-to-face
training, work placements
and shadowing of
professionals. The summer
school will include expert
speakers, and hands-on
activities and workshops
through which young people
will learn about decision
making in theory and by
seeing it in action.
“Our participants will plan
and deliver their own low
carbon energy project – one
that has positive outcomes
for the local environment and
community,” said Bridget. “At
the same time they will learn
from – and be inspired by –
professionals affecting today’s
local and national
environmental policy.”

Stay in touch with our Community Energy Update
Did you know that every month we produce a free newsletter for
community energy groups and similar organisations? It’s a
printable PDF, and our subscribers (we’re approaching 1,000) get
an alert by email as each monthly issue is published.
Easy to read, nicely laid-out and full of handy stuff, the
Community Energy Update typically contains funding
opportunities, case studies, new initiatives and plenty of
useful information for those wishing to start
unity
m
sustainable energy projects in their
m
o
C
neighbourhood.
Click here for the latest issues:
www.cse.org.uk/communities-update

Energy
Update

Popular neighbourhood
planning guidebook updated

T

his newly updated publication explores what
communities can do
through neighbourhood
planning to mitigate and adapt
to climate change and tackle
fuel poverty.
It draws on policy examples
from neighbourhood plans in
different parts of the country,
covering renewable energy,
energy efficiency, sustainable
transport, flooding and green
infrastructure.
Dan Stone is one of the
authors. “The guidebook also
covers sources of evidence to
support neighbourhood plan
policies, along with non-planning activities or projects that a
range of communities have pursued successfully in the past to
address community priorities,”
he said. “We hope the updated
and rationalised edition is as
popular as the previous ones.”
We are now halfway
through our two-year programme to support neighbour-

hood planning groups in drafting low carbon Neighbourhood
Plans. If you’ve used the guidebook to inform your neighbourhood planning activities we’d
love to hear how you got on.
“It’s an evolving document”
said Dan, “so we welcome all
feedback and ideas for inclusion
in the next edition.” You can
email your comments to
dan.stone@cse.org.uk
Download the guide at:
www.cse.org.uk/lcnp
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Awards will be made monthly until the funding
pot runs out, so act quickly to avoid missing out.

A

nother year, and another
£50,000 distributed to village
halls, arts centres, sports clubs,
and other community buildings to make
them more energy efficient, thanks to
funding from distribution network
operator, Western Power Distribution
(WPD).
This was the fourth round of the
WPD Community Chest which gives
grants to community facilities within the
area covered by WPD’s network of gas
pipes and electricity cables. In all, 200
buildings have benefitted from the
scheme which CSE administers on WPD’s
behalf with grants of up to £1,000 for
energy saving improvements.
“In this round we noticed a big
increase in applications for LED
lighting,” said Heather Crane who
manages the scheme. “LEDs can save a
whopping 90% of a building’s lighting
bill, so it’s no wonder that so many have
opted for lighting upgrades, with plans
to use the savings made to pay for other
improvements in the future.”
Patchway Community Centre in
South Gloucestershire is one such group.
The centre manager told us: “We had
the LED panels installed in our hall, and
it’s as if someone has cut skylights in the
ceiling, the hall is now so bright and
cheerful. Our total power usage has
been halved ... meaning we won’t put
up room fees this year.”
Other beneficiaries were the Old Post
Centre in Swadlincote, Derbyshire who
replaced three very draughty windows,
the Arts Factory in Rhondda (below)
who had a warmer winter thanks to
their new condensing combi boiler, and
Knappe Cross Community Centre in
Devon who will be making hefty savings
after installing cavity wall insulation.

For more on the Community Chest, see
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2065

Funding for community
buildings near
1
Thrive
Renewables
sites
2
Buildings that are used as
4
a community facility and
are located in the vicinity
of a wind turbine or
hydro plant owned by
Thrive Renewables (formerly
Triodos Renewables) can
apply for up to £4,000 to make
various energy improvements.
The map on the right shows all
Thrive Renewables’ sites in England,
Wales and Scotland, but to be eligible
you really need to be very close to one of
these. A list of postcode areas is given in this
guidance document: www.bit.ly/1NUX2qt
The scheme is open until November
2016 and grants will be awarded on a
monthly basis. The kind of
improvements that can be funded
varies from simple measures like draught
proofing to larger building upgrades
like renewable energy systems,
subject to an energy survey
completed by the
building’s representative.

Read more at: www.cse.org.uk/trcbf
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See CSE’s National Heat Map on
Imperial College’s ‘immersive data’ wall
1

The picture above shows CSE’s
National Heat Map being
demonstrated at Imperial
College’s high-tech Data
Observatory in London.
The large-scale computer
screens show four views from
the Heat Map: 1 overview of

2

3

south-east England; 2 closeup of the streets around
Imperial showing the colour
gradation of heat demand
from high (red) to blue (low);
3 a Google Earth view of
Kensington with Exhibition
Road highlighted; 4 a Google

Exploring the
public interest in
smart energy data

H

ow might the
imminent flood of
household smartmeter energy data
best be used in the
public interest? This was the
topic of a research challenge set
by CSE and Sustainability First
last summer with funding from
TEDDINET.
The resulting papers were
published following an expert in
March this year. The first, by
Simon Elam of University College
London, looks at the possible
public value of the data from a
top-down, national perspective,

while the second, by Jess Britton
at the University of Exeter, which
takes a regional and local
approach.
Both authors anticipate that
among the several uses of smartmeter data will be tailored
consumer advice, evidence
to improve policy, and
better targeted
interventions to support
vulnerable consumers.
What can can be done, in
the public interest, with
the avalanche of energyuse data that smart meters
will soon be generating?

4

Street View of Cromwell
Road.
The Data Observatory
(opened in November 2015) is
a state-of-the-art, circular
digital display giving
researchers an immersive 313degrees perspective. It’s the

Simon Roberts, CSE’s Chief
Executive, co-chaired the expert
workshop and said “We set this
research challenge because so
far current discussion on smart
energy data has been largely
bound by opportunities for
commercial exploitation.
However, as these papers show,
the data also has huge potential
for applications in the public
interest.
“We need to make sure the
investment we are all making
through our energy bills enables
this potential to be realised and
that wider societal goals as well
as commercial interests are
served.”

largest of its kind in Europe,
and a unique tool the
visualisation of data – such as
that generated and displayed
by the National Heat Map –
in a way that uncovers new
insights.
Joshua Thumim, CSE’s
Head of Research & Analysis,
said “We’re exploring the
possibilities of collaborating
with Imperial College on
distribution network analysis
problems – it was great to see
our national heat map
displayed on the data
observatory, which has huge
potential to support groupbased use of such tools.”
The National Heat Map
was created by CSE in 2010
and commissioned by the
Department of Energy and
Climate Change to support
the planning and deployment
of low-carbon energy
projects, such as district
heating systems. Read more
at www.cse.org.uk/heatmap.

CSE has been exploring this
issue at city-scale through the
Bristol Smart Energy City
Collaboration (see p1) which is
seeking to establish how a city
should organise itself to use
smart energy data to support
local energy schemes, to target
improvements to energy
efficiency and to plan and
develop infrastructure for heat
generation, housing
development and electric
vehicles.
Download the papers or find
out more about the TEDDINET
research challenge at:
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2091
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Don’t discharge patients back to
cold homes, says NICE
New national quality standards for health service published
ospital managers and social
care providers should make
sure people are going back to
a warm enough home when
they are discharged. And GPs
and other health professionals should make
sure that people with health problems
associated with a cold home are receiving
tailored help from a single-point-of-contact
expert service.
These are two of six new quality
standards for the NHS and other health
providers laid down by NICE, the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence,
published in March 2016.
This comes one year after NICE released
guidance on preventing illness and
premature deaths by tackling cold homes,
together with a substantial review of the
evidence to justify action.
The NICE guidelines include the
recommendation that vulnerable people
should not be discharged from health or

social care settings into cold homes.
CSE’s Chief Executive Simon Roberts was
an expert advisor to NICE on tackling cold
homes and a member of the committee
which drew up the quality standards. “The
new quality standards establish clear actions
for the health service to ensure vulnerable
people get the help they need to keep safely
warm at home. Under-heated, cold homes
are a major cause of ill-health and contribute
significantly to winter pressures on the
NHS,” he said.
Simon added that, “In its 2015 guidance,
NICE stated that the health service should be
far more involved in solving this problem.
These new standards set out even more
clearly how that can be done and how
impact and effectiveness can be measured.”
NICE describes its quality standards as “a
concise set of prioritised statements
designed to drive measurable improvements
in the three dimensions of quality – patient
safety, patient experience and clinical

Providing advice to
1,000s of vulnerable
customers on the
Priority Services
Register

providing advice to customers on
Western Power Distribution’s PSR in a
service called Power Up Advice. After a
successful first year, the service is even
bigger and better in 2016.
We anticipate advising a further
2,500 existing PSR customers and have a
target of adding 500 more vulnerable
people to the WPD register.
“Last year our advisors did a terrific
job, advising more than twice the
number of customers we’d planned to
speak to,” said Jamie Walters who
manages the service. “As a result, WPD
have significantly upped the funding –
and targets – for 2016.”

H

D

id you know that energy
companies and other utilities are
required to maintain a list of
vulnerable customers who, due to their
age, health or other circumstance get an
enhanced service? It’s called the Priority
Services Register (PSR), and it entitles the
utility’s most vulnarable customers to
benefits such as emergency help in the
event of a powercut.
People on the Priority Services
Registers are often those most at risk of
fuel poverty, and are therefore the kind
of householder that CSE is particularly
keen to help.
So, for the past year we’ve been

Patients should not
be discharged back
to unhealthy homes,
says a new NICE
quality standard

effectiveness – for a particular area of health
or care.”
CSE will use these standards in our
continuing work with the health service in
Bristol, Somerset and Wiltshire to put the
NICE guidance into practice and deliver more
integrated services to prevent illness by
tackling cold homes.
Download the new quality standards at
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs117

Power Up Advice offers support in five
key areas:
1) Income maximisation: Are people
claiming all the financial support
they’re entitled to?
2) Tariff switching: Could you save
money by switching supplier, tariff or
payment method?
3) Energy efficiency
measures: Is funding
available to improve
home insulation?
4) Heating system improvements:
Is funding available to upgrade
boilers and heating controls?
5) Behavioural changes: Can people
alter the way they use their homes
to improve comfort and reduce their
energy bills?

Energy advice for the most vulnerable

We’ve now expanded the service to
include referrals to non-energy services
such as grants for home improvements
like handrails and stair lifts, plus to
local fire services to install smoke
alarms and other fire-prevention kit.
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Valuable lessons from
European project to
make apartment
blocks more efficient

O

ur 3-year Low Energy Apartment
Futures (LEAF) project came to a
close in March this year and a
range of materials and policy
recommendations have been produced,
all of which are on the LEAF website at
www.lowenergyapartments.eu
The European collaboration saw
partner organisations from Austria,
France, Germany, Hungary, Sweden and
the UK explore ways to improve the
energy efficiency of buildings with
multiple owners. CSE was one of the UK
partners and the project was led by
Changeworks in Scotland.
CSE’s Bridget Newbery said: “We’re
delighted with the attention the project

cse.org.uk

has received. Improving the energy
efficiency of apartment blocks which are
in multiple ownership is both very
challenging and critical to achieving
Europe’s energy and carbon reduction
targets.”
The popularity of a webinar to share
the project findings emphasised this.
Around 250 people from 46 countries
tuned in.
To watch the webinar, or to see a 2minute film we made about LEAF and its
main outcomes, see
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2093

“It doesn’t stop here …”

Carrying on beyond Bristol 2015

B

ristol may have passed the mantle of
European Green Capital to Ljubljana
but the initiatives we started in
Bristol2015 are sustaining
momentum into 2016.
From strategic approaches to tackling the
health impacts of cold homes to mapping
out a route towards Bristol becoming a
Smart Energy City, there has been significant
progress in 2015 and the prospect of more
to come.
“We’ve really made the most of the
rallying point created by Bristol 2015,” says
CSE’s Chief Executive, Simon Roberts. “It
helped us to bring together organisations to
address significant energy-related challenges
for the city, and a year on, we’ve seen
genuine progress
and meaningful
changes.”
One of our core
projects for the year,
supported by a strategic
grant from Bristol 2015, was
PITCH (‘Preventing Illness by
Green roar ... one of Ljubljana’s
famous dragons

Tackling Cold Homes’) in which we’ve
engaged with the health sector, the council
and other partners to take the first steps
towards a city-wide programme to address
the ill-health and misery caused by cold
homes (see www.cse.org.uk/pitch).
Another was the Bristol Smart Energy
City Collaboration where we convened a
cross-disciplinary group of public, private,
academic and voluntary sector organisations
to develop our understanding of what it
would mean for Bristol to become a
genuinely Smart Energy City (see p1 or
www.cse.org.uk/bsecc).
Simon sees this momentum as a sign of
real success. “One of our own success
criteria for our contribution to Bristol 2015
was that we created genuine
momentum for change. There’s
no doubt that’s happened,
creating a very real sense that the
work doesn’t stop here.”

Simon Roberts (right) gives evidence to the Energy
and Climate Change Committee. To his right is Dr
Jan Rosenow of the University of Sussex

Energy and Climate
Change Committee
report draws on
CSE evidence
“The Government must do much more
to reduce consumer energy bills by
improving the energy efficiency of new
and existing homes.”
That’s the view of the House of
Commons Energy and Climate Change
Committee whose report Home Energy
Efficiency and Demand Reduction was
published on 12 March.
To support its conclusions, the report
draws frequently on evidence given to the
Committee by CSE’s Chief Executive Simon
Roberts in a two-hour session at the end
of last year.
The Committee, led by Angus MacNeil
MP, calls on the Government to promptly
establish “adequate policies with longterm, ambitious objectives, which restore
confidence to the [energy efficiency]
industry.”
Simon is pleased that the Committee
has put down a strong marker on home
energy efficiency.”The call for a long-term
objective echoes our evidence that
householders and building companies
need a much stronger sense of the
direction and speed of travel in improving
Britain’s inefficient housing stock.
The Committee has recognised the
need to move on from short-term
grant pots and complicated
obligations to a comprehensive
long-term strategy, and DECC
should bear this in mind as
they overhaul Green Deal and
other failed programmes.”
You can read a transcript of the session that
includes Simon’s evidence to the Energy and
Climate Change Committee at
www.bit.ly/1Of1zVs, or even watch Simon
on ParliamentLive.TV at www.bit.ly/207d98f
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Health and cold homes service

Single point of contact
to support healthcare
patients in Wiltshire

P

eople in Wiltshire
whose homes are cold
and/or damp, can now
get help from a whole
host of organisations
– including CSE – through a
single point of contact.
This is in line with new
guidance on cold homes from
the National Institute of
Clinical Excellence (NICE) that
recommends that the health
service has a single place to
make referrals for local
residents who need help to
make their homes warmer
and healthier.
“It is great to be meeting
NICE’s recommendations in
Wiltshire,” said Erica Planer, a
senior energy advisor at CSE.
“What’s even better is

working together with the
council’s public health team
and implementing systems
that will hopefully make coldhomes referrals an everyday
part of the role of health staff
and other outreach workers.”
Funding for the first year
of CSE’s involvement has
come from the British Gas
Energy Trust. Beyond this, we
hope to continue to work in
partnership with the existing
Warm and Safe energy advice
service that is run in
partnership between
Wiltshire Council and Dorset
& Wiltshire fire service.
All enquiries relating to
cold homes support will be
picked up by either Erica, who
is based in the council’s

Trade support scheme helps
local construction companies
enter low-carbon market
ore small-medium
sized construction
companies in Bath and
North East Somerset are
engaging with energy efficiency,
thanks to an initiative delivered
by CSE in partnership with Low
Carbon South West.
The one-year local authorityfunded Trade Support Scheme
offered advice and subsidised
training to trades – electricians,
builders, heating engineers
etc – to help them expand
into the low carbon home
improvements sector.
The scheme ended in
August 2015 and a
summary report is

M

available to download.
It was run on behalf of
Energy at Home – a council
programme that CSE are
partners in delivery and which is
still going strong – that
promotes energy efficiency to
local households and has helped
grow the local market for
low carbon services.
However, as CSE’s
Justin Lee-Gammage
explains, the market (and
our scheme) was strongly
influenced by external
factors. “We hit some
snags along the way
when the government
withdrew funding for

Above, CSE’s Paul Winney taking calls
at our Bristol advice centre, and left,
Erica Planer, a senior energy advisor at
CSE, based in Trowbridge

Trowbridge offices, a member
of the council’s own team, or
one of our own energy
advisors in Bristol. Advice will
be available on home energy
issues and the team can link
people with organisations for
help with other issues like
debt or home safety.

Training health staff
Another focus of the project
is to meet the NICE
recommendation which states
that health professionals

key areas of the Green Deal. This
created uncertainty in the
market, and highlights the
importance of a long-term
commitment from government
to energy efficiency retro-fitting.
A sustained and well-resourced
approach to supporting the SME
supply chain is essential.”
In the course of the project,
we learned some important
lessons, which are, in a nutshell:
1) Free training courses are
still difficult to fill.
2) You should focus on
supply chain improvements that
are not linked to short term
schemes.
3) A better mechanism is
needed for encouraging
builders, plumbers and
electricians to install energy
efficiency measures.
For more details, see
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2080

should consider the warmth
(or otherwise) of a patient’s
home when they’re
discharged from hospital. CSE
has been training health staff
to spot patients who would
benefit from help and to
make referrals.

In just over a year ...

•

We spoke to 715 people
about the support
available.

•

Ran 15 events for local
businesses attended by
626 people.

•

Advised 89 firms – with
59 going on to receive
subsidised training.

•

Allocated grants for 130
discounted training
courses.

The Trade Support Scheme helped
tradespeople such as heating
engineers expand into the lowcarbon sector in and around Bath.
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CSE partners with
BoilerJuice on fuel
poverty website

270 kW communityowned hydro plant
begins generating

CSE wrote the content of an
interactive report on fuel poverty
in the UK produced by
BoilerJuice, the heating oil price
comparison service.
The micro-site was commissioned by BoilerJuice to raise
awareness of their community
fundraising scheme that generates money for local causes
through donations made voluntarily by customers when they
buy heating oil through the site.
BoilerJuice supports over 260
local communities, donating 25p
for every 100 litres of heating oil
ordered by anyone in the
fundraising group. Click here to
go to the site: www.bit.ly/1Pe2gjv

Anafon Hydro – one of the
groups we supported through
the Community Energy
Challenge – began generating
clean, renewable electricity for
the community in this stunning area of the Snowdonia
National Park. You can read
more about the project at
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/2071

Centre for Sustainable Energy

Technology to transform
the energy system
The House of Commons Energy
and Climate Change Committee
is seeking ideas for “disruptive
innovations” in the energy
sector, including the potential of
technology to transform market
structures. It is asking for written
submissions, and also for 30
second videos.
For CSE’s contribution to the
search for a disruptive innovation
see https://youtu.be/faHhyCJkp6g.
Our proposed technological
innovation is ‘fully digital and
very cheap’, though too often
ignored by energy system
engineers and economists. It can
also be controlled ‘through the
power of thought via full
integration with the human

nervous system’.
We published the video on 1
April, but in many ways we’re
being completely serious.
And joking aside, it is good
to see this kind of innovation by
a House of Commons Select
Committee, and CSE is hoping
to make a further contribution to
debate on transforming existing
market structures soon.

“It’s time to give the
energy system the finger”

Who’s who at CSE

Switched on since 1979
We are an independent
national charity that
shares our knowledge
and experience to help
people change the
way they think and
act on energy.

Chief Executive

Research & Analysis

Simon Roberts OBE

Joshua Thumim Head of Research &
Analysis | Molly Asher Project Worker |
Dr Toby Bridgeman Researcher |
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Nicky Hodges Senior Researcher |
Martin Holley Senior Technical Project
Manager | Annette Lamley Project
Officer | Glenn Searby Software
Developer | Richard Tiffin Senior
Software Developer

Household Energy Services

3 St Peter’s Court
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0117 934 1400
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www.twitter.com/@cse_bristol
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